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Introduction 

The Neovista(Previous K-World) project is planned to proof and overcome the limits of metaverse 

and is literally about creating the world we've all dreamed of. The metaverse we're talking nowadays 

has been science fiction for a long time. But since a lot of people started developing metaverse 

with interest, it has come a step closer to our reality. 

 

According to Mark Zuckerberg, CEO of Meta, Metaverse is a collection of virtual space where human 

avatars can interact with each other without having to be in the same physical space. If many 

platforms have already been in the form of watching planned virtual reality, Metaverse should walk 

forward to participate and become a transforming virtual reality, and even to extended reality. 

The success of Metaverse should not just stand as development of technology, but it should also 

be achieved and combined with many technologies by collaborating like chains. In addition, 

metaverse, which has infinite possibilities, should not be recognized as a means of making money 

or as an entertainment content for pleasure. 

 

There are a lot of metaverse platforms launched nowadays and many participants have already 

experienced multiple metaverse. In addition, many platforms already proved its infinite possibilities 

by demonstrating in many parts of businesses such as conferences, concerts, festivals, and even 

education. 

Even if metaverse is trying to provide new experiences from those possibilities, we still doubt about 

transcendent world in which could feel relative. 

 

Our team have been planning and working on this project over long time to overcome the limit of 

metaverse. The answer of the metaverse limit were realized that developers and participants have 

to work together to overcome the barriers between reality and virtual, and to accomplish many 

things that have never been tried before. The ambitions of metaverse will be embodied by 

addressing the problems and concerns that need to be addressed: big data and data security, 

currency and payment and ownership independence and stability. We, Neovista(Previous K-World), 

will try to materialize Metaverse based on many kinds of development and research. 

At the beginning of this development, the developers are looking forward to what kind of 

Neovista(Previous K-World) will be created by the participants as they are designed to lay the 

cornerstone of the Neovista(Previous K-World), provide only the basic framework, and refer to the 

guide. 
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DISCLAIMER 

Legal Statement 

This whitepaper, in its current form is circulated for general information purposes in Key token as 

well as Neovista(Previous K-World) related business as presently planned. The Information in this 

whitepaper is current only as of the date on cover. Thereafter, the information in this whitepaper 

and/or information concerning may have changed since this date.  

No one is bound to enter any contract or partnership and binding legal commitment in relation to 

the sale and purchase of Key token and no payment is to be accepted on the basis of this whitepaper. 

Any sales and purchases of the token will be governed by a legally binding agreement. Any needs 

of addition forms or details will be made available separately from this whitepaper and any 

inconsistencies between the above-mentioned agreement and this whitepaper, the former shall 

prevail. 

This whitepaper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on any advice to sell, or any 

solicitation of any offer by people related to this business to purchase nor contract to any 

partnerships or investment decisions. 

Key token should not be construed, interpreted, classified or treated as enabling or according any 

opportunity to purchasers to participate in or receive profits, income or returns arising form or in 

connection with any of related business connected to Neovista(Previous K-World) and Key token or 

to receive sums paid out of such profits, income or other payments or returns. 

This whitepaper and any part hereof may not be reproduced, distributed or otherwise disseminated 

in any jurisdiction where offering tokens in the manner set out of this white paper is regulated or 

prohibited.  

No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any 

jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of this whitepaper does not imply that 

the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have be complied with. 

 

Restriction on Distribution and dissemination 

The distribution or dissemination of this whitepaper or any part thereof may be prohibited or 

restricted by the laws or regulatory requirements of any jurisdiction. In the case where any 

restriction applies, you are to inform yourself to observe any restrictions which are applicable to 

your possession of this whitepaper or such part thereof your own expense and without liability to 

any of related business or company or its representatives, agents and all related companies.  
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Disclaimer of liability. 

Key token, Neovista(Previous K-World) and all related business and related services provided by 

company and its affiliates are provided on and ‘as available’ basis. Company and its affiliates do 

not grant any warranties or make any representation, express or implied or otherwise, as to the 

accessibility, quality, accuracy, adequacy or completeness of Key tokens and related business 

provided by Company and its affiliates.  

Company and its affiliates do not make or purport to make and hereby disclaims any 

representation, warranty or undertake any form to any entity or person including any 

representation set out in this whitepaper.  

Company and its affiliates shall not be liable for any indirect, incidental, consequential or other 

losses of any kind in illegal 

 

Understanding and agreement 

By accessing any information in this paper or such part thereof, and participating any actions that 

is listed on this paper, participant represent and warrant to company and related business and its 

affiliates as follows that participants agree and acknowledge all information listed on this 

whitepaper and any actions will generate participant’s own responsibility. The predicted 

information thereof, should not be seen as the company guaranteeing the responsibility for the 

content, and company has not gone through the individual verification procedures. This also 

includes future events and refers to expected performance and words such as “expected”, 

“predictive”, “plan”, “expectation” 

Participants should read every piece of information carefully, understand and analyze the risks 

related factors before deciding to participate Neovista(Previous K-World) and purchase Key token. 

The risks include, but are not limited to losing access to token due to loss of private key, 

credential and other identification or any other kind of custodial or purchase errors. it also include 

fluctuations of the price of Key token post issuance due to the general global market and 

economic condition.  

Any unplanned function or unexpected operation of the Ethereum protocol which may, in turn 

cause Key token or Neovista(Previous K-World) Ecosystem or operate in a way is not expected as 

they are based on the Ethereum protocol.  

Key Token and Neovista(Previous K-World) are a new, untested technology. there for it is always 

possible to cause other risks. 

Any risks and uncertainties developments into the business, financial condition, results of 
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operations and prospects of related business or its affiliates could be materially and adversely 

affected. In such cases, participants can lose all or part of the value of the token.  

No one has been or is authorized to give any information or representation not contained in this 

whitepaper in connection with Key token, Neovista(Previous K-World) and related business or its 

affiliates and their respective businesses and operations and if given such information or 

representation must not be relied upon as having authorized by or on behalf of this project.  

None of information listed on this whitepaper should be considered to be business, legal, financial 

or tax advice regarding Key token, Neovista(Previous K-World). Participants should consult their 

own legality, financial, tax or other professional advisors regarding the project or its affiliates and 

their respective businesses.  

If the terms or expressions on this disclaimer are contrary to current law and regulations, the 

terms or expressions will be invalid until amended, but rest of the disclaimer will keep valid.  

Road map of the project can be updated, changed, modified to be faster or delayed basing on 

each project procedures. In case of any changes it will be updated on whitepaper. 

Company should not be seen as does guaranteeing the responsibility for the content of translated 

white paper. The company might provide the white paper in many languages, and in case of any 

conflicts of translations, English version of white paper has the priority. 
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Abbreviations 

 

Neovista(Previous 

K-World) 

Key World 

KTK Key Token(ERC-20) 

NFT Non Fungible Token 

LBS Location Based System 

P2P Peer to Peer 
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Executive Summary 

Neovista(Previous K-World) is mixed reality metaverse where players can own, create, interact and 

monetize gaming experiences in the Ethereum blockchain the platform’s token. 

Our vision is to proof infinite possibilities of metaverse and break the boundaries between virtual 

and real world. We are planning to combine each reality and provide the rewards for the 

experiences, to participants contributed to build Neovista(Previous K-World) by providing 

ownership of their creation and works with our utility token -Key token. 

In the current game market, reward utilities given in platform were only limited its usage inside 

the platform. This limitation has caused participants to easily break away from the experiences 

and caused despondent to hard works and currencies spent during the game.  

With Neovista(Previous K-World), we aim to overcome these limitations by breaking down the 

boundaries of each reality. We will succeed this by building a social gaming platform where 

participants decide to play, share, collect, trade, broadcast, farm, advertise according to their own 

purpose and needs. These interactions will be authorized by central control and will be taxed, but 

it will also provide profit to participants by sharing taxes with ownerships and burning certain 

amount of the utility. 
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Reasonable Eco System 

Neovista(Previous K-World) eco system consists of certain integrated game systems below which 

will provide participants reasonable profits. Each profit our team will share with our participants 

will have clear reason. Our expectation of increase of value of our utility token will be based on 

how many players enters our world and participates to help increase the quality of our world. 

 

A. Land: All contents in Neovista(Previous K-World) begins from this basic content. Mining 

utility token, KTK will be possible on land space using Pets in game system. The amount 

of total utility token from each land will be based on levels of land, and speed of mining 

will be based on skills and ability of pet inside the world. 

The quality of the land will guarantee the amount of utility token amount in world bank, 

and based on its profit, staking reward will be shared with the participants. 

Closely connected lands will interact to increase the quality of its value. 

 

B. K-Market: Neovista(Previous K-World)’s web based market place will allow our 

participants to receive the reward through upload, exchange, buy and sell the assets in 

which each invested time on. K-Market will be run by the company early world history, 

but will be given to participants who will own the City. 

Our partnerships will be allowed to share the real world goods through allowing 

participants to wear or experience the goods. MR system will allow close experience to 

participants. 

Participants can experience goods inside world and purchase directly via market place to 

get deliveries to real world. 

 

C. Donation: Any participants who plans to stream video can be easily done to receive 

donations in Neovista(Previous K-World) utility token. Participants can also visit streamer’s 

building and explore the building or house goods which is displayed by streamer. It is 

also easily possible to trade NFT displayed in the building. 

 

D. Governance: Participants can involve in governance based on contribution to capture 

government structures. Governance includes tax rates which was generated from any 

interaction or trades, will be shared with governor & company. 

 

E. Memorial AI: Our team is expecting to let participants to meet pets and family members 

on Neovista(Previous K-World) by memorial tower. By importing any remaining image will 
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convert to 3D model and information submitted will inspire to form as AI creature. With 

this created memorial ai, participants can interact such as go shopping, exercise, 

communicate or any other activities. 

 

F. Education: This simple and convenient system will be provided any participants using AR 

or VR System. Players can easily participate as Tutor or Tutee in Studying area in 

Neovista(Previous K-World). Tutors will receive reward for any teaching or supporting 

tutee using Neovista(Previous K-World) Utility token. As our technologies is getting better, 

we are expecting to provide real experience in education field. For example, suppose a 

tutee is learning about Statue of Liberty. It is no more needed to only watch the picture. 

Tutee can walk through the streets near Statue of Liberty and enter. 

 

G. Historical NFT: Neovista(Previous K-World) is expecting to provide immersive unique 

quests closely related to human history. This unique quest only opens on restricted 

condition. The clues of quests will be given as easter eggs by our team. Each linked 

quests will only be possible to begin its action with previous rewarded NFT. This Key NFT 

is possible to trade or share with other participants. Any activities found for this historical 

quest will be streamed to other players based on participants decision. 

 

 

Social Gaming & NFTs 

 

A. NFT Exhibition: Neovista(Previous K-World) uses blockchain technology and NFTs to add 

experiences of real metaverse. Participants will be able to display, trade, buy and sell any 

NFTs in own displaying profit. Unlike other NFT exhibition platforms, world will provide 

players to display any NFTs without any charges. 

 

B. Home Parties and Virtual Dating: Neovista(Previous K-World) System not only uses 

virtual character system, but also video streaming structure. Participants can open parties 

with real life friend, walk around to date with other players in virtual space using web 

cam. 
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Associated challenges and risks 

 

Any participants that purchased KTK is required to observe and comply with all applicable laws 

and regulations of any relevant jurisdiction. Prospective purchasers for KTK shall be expected to 

consider the risks identified in this section. If any of the indicated risks were to materialize, then 

they could have a negative impact on the our team finances which can hinder the ability of the 

Issuer to fulfil its obligations on this white paper.  

The challenges and risks found by administrators of our team are expected to be listed on white 

paper or via website. This does not exclude the possibility of other risk threats and the purchaser 

must be aware of impact on the Issuer might be heightened due to a combination of several risks 

materializing simultaneously.  

Our team operates in an emerging and disruptive industry that is under dynamic development 

and rapidly changing generation. This includes, but is not limited to, the developments relating to 

the business itself, the underlying technology, and the regulatory and legal implications thereof. 

Specifically, in relation to public knowledge and understanding of emerging technologies, such 

distributed ledger technologies, smart contracts and other innovative technology arrangements, 

are still limited as at the date of registration of this whitepaper. The risks arising out of such may 

not be fully comprehended as of yet and new additional risks may arise in the future. As the 

team’s undertaking is reliant on the continuous and proper functioning of its technology 

infrastructure, our team is subject to a variety of risks relating to the proper maintenance thereof. 

These risks include, but are not limited to, cyber-attacks, data theft or other unauthorised use of 

data, and other malicious interferences. Certain parts of the infrastructure may be outsourced to 

third parties. Our team is reliant upon technology arrangements developed by such third parties 

for the running of its undertaking, and it is exposed to the risk of failures in such technology 

arrangements. But our team expects to decrease these risks as low as possible by unique control 

tower. Unlike many other platforms, Issuer and planner of this project will take place as the main 

developer team of this project, which can highly be recommended to achieve the goal. 

The main challenge in the project is to provide participants connect real world with virtual world. 

Not only connection and experiences are the goals, but also offering and providing the reward for 

investing time and efforts in our platform via clear reason. As the company named players as 

“Participants” our team is expecting and planning to talk, communicate often with our participants 

for any better ideas or needs.  
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Key Token(KTK) 

KTK is an essential part of Neovista(Previous K-World) and we are working on establishing key 

mechanics to support value of Neovista(Previous K-World) and itself. KTK is an ERC-20 utility 

token built on Ethereum block chain that serves as the basis for transactions within 

Neovista(Previous K-World), and has the following uses 

 

⚫ Access Neovista(Previous K-World): Participants spend KTK in-order to experience 

games, such as buy pets and its items, purchase land, upgrade land, pay in game tax, 

purchase real life goods, spend on traveling contents. Our team expects to spend KTK 

not only in virtual world but also in real world. We will dedicate more efforts to develop 

and make partnerships to provide participants to relate this token as a reward for any 

activities in Neovista(Previous K-World). 

 

⚫ Governance: KTK is not a governance token that allows holders to participate in platform 

governance but will be the evidence to govern the spatial area in-world. Governor needs 

to deposit certain amount of KTK during reign, and will be given back after the term.  

 

⚫ Staking: KTK allows for staking, which allows for passive revenues on Lands & 

Governance structure and actions. You can receive more KTK by staking it on in world 

bank system. The amount of KTK received as a staking reward will be based on profit 

inside game governance, Loans for KTK with Land as collateral and business.  

 

⚫ Fee for transactions: 8% of all transaction volume carried out in KTK tokens will be 

allocated with 25% to Governor which can be shared with related participants, 25% to 

“Foundation”, 25% for reserve, and 25% will be burned to increase the value of token. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

•Services & Real world goodsPurchase

•Lands & AssetsTrade

•GamesPlay

•EvidenceGovernance

Staking
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[Figure: The Use Case for KTK]  

Road Map 

 

    2022 

⚫ (version 1.0) Minable application launch on Android 

⚫ Decentralized market listing 

2023 

⚫ Land pre-sales 

⚫ World map opening and Update to version 2.0 

⚫ Centralized Market Listing(Bitforex, Bitmart, LBank, Digifinex) 

⚫ K-Market Service Launch 

⚫ Pet Breeding system update 

⚫ LBS delivery pin system update 

2024 

⚫ Land Mark system(Governance) open to participants 

⚫ Memorial Service opening and Update to version 3.0 

⚫ Game Management is transfer to AI system 

⚫ XR Performance Conference 

⚫ Mainet development begin 

2025 

⚫ Neovista(Previous K-World) Film Festival Launch 

⚫ Unique Quest Launch & Live stream process 

⚫ Official test server for version 4.0 open 

2026 

⚫ Version 4.0 Open(Final Version) 

⚫ Token swap with Mainet coin. 
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Project Financing 

 

The plans for project financing will be noticed and listed clearly on official website.  

 

 

KTK allocated in Company reserve are 100% locked with 4 years vesting and 12-month cliff 

unless there are any threaten about listing price. 

 

 

Total KTK Supply 100% 1,665,000,000 

Market Sales Seed 0.601% 10,000,000 

Community 5.393% 89,800,000 

Company reserve 29.01% 483,010,500 

Founders 10.50% 174,825,000 

Team 4.00% 66,600,000 

Marketing 5.00% 83,250,000 

Partnership 5.13% 85,414,500 

Mining 40.37% 672,100,000 

**Presales amount is modified to Market Sales Seed on 3rd of April, 2023** 

5.00%

30.00%

10.50%

4.00%5.00%
5.13%

40.37%

Community

Company reserve
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Architecture 

 

Neovista(Previous K-World) protocol is composed of Multiple layers and components. In terms of 

blockchain integration, we have traditional backend running on cloud using AWS supporting our 

frontend.   

 

A. Real time Layer: Client will communicate with each other by establishing peer to peer 

connections with the help of servers hosted by owner of each property or third parties.  

 

B. Video Content Layer: As Neovista(Previous K-World) is possible to interact in video based 

content, we have set up dedicated layer for video streaming content.  

 

C. Land Content Layer: Basis of most of contents will start from Land. Land will hold many 

type of usage based on owner’s decision. It also has many different reward and 

transactions. Calculation and land description will be fetched from dedicated layer. 

 

D. Security Layer: In case of many types threatening, Security layer will finally proof the 

requests to move on to consensus layer. In this layer, it will recognize, fetch the evidence 

for actual interaction. The works on Security layer includes payment and verifying identity. 

 

E. Consensus Layer: Interaction in this layer will cause the burn of each utility token. 

Encrypted data consensus will back up each interaction in this Layer. 
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Economy 

 

Neovista(Previous K-World) will be using 2 types of utility tokens for security and transparency. 

Each Utilized token will lead participants to different reality. Both token will maintain each value 

and interact its value depending on the other token. 

 

A. KTK: Utility token used as key to real world. which is based on Ethereum block chain will 

be utilizing as a key to real world. In every interaction using KTK will charge 

2.5%(modified 3% > 2.5% on 3rd of April 2023) of fee which will be used as each 

transaction on Ethereum blockchain and burn. All transaction will case the burn of utility 

token. Staking KTK will reward our participants with ERC-20 token 

 


